
Class 2

Basic notions and 

tools

- NOTIONS

- TOOLS



Lambda Notation



IS as Identity Function

[[ Tina is tall ]] = 1   -- tina denotes an entity 
in the set for tall

With types:

Intuitively: IS maps any set to itself. 

Formally:

=



IS in lambda notation

Thus: Summing up: 



Lambda Notation



Function application with Lambda’s

Another example:

=



Reflexives in object position

Tina praised herself

[[ herself ]] = tina   ???

Generalizing:



Reflexives in object position (cont.)

=



Verifying the derivation



What have we learnt here?

- A useful notation for functions

- A useful rule for simplifying notation under 
function application



[If [you smile]] [you win]

you smile – of type t

you win – of type t

1. Write type equations.

2.  What are the types of the following expressions?

If you smile – If

3. Find denotation of if that explains:

[[If [you smile]] [you win]] [and [you smile]]

� You win

Exercise – Types for Conditionals



Exercise – Lambdas



Restricting 
Denotations



Expressing NOT in lambda’s

Tina [ is [ not tall ]]



Expressing ANDs in lambda’s

[ Tina [ is tall ]] [ and [ Tina [ is thin ]]]

Tina [ is [ tall [ and thin ]]]



Attributive adjectives (1) - Intersective



Attributive adjectives (2) - Intersective

Conclusion: with adjectives  like Chinese the attributive (et)(et)

denotation can be systematically derived from the predicative et 

denotation. 

Note: this is not the case with all adjectives (cf. skillful).



Jan is a Chinese surgeon & Jan is a violinist  

� Jan is a Chinese violinist 

Jan is a skillful surgeon & Jan is a violinist  

� Jan is a skillful violinist 

Conclusion 1: skillful is not intersective.

However, skillful has a weaker property, which 

we call restrictivity.

Jan is a skillful surgeon 

� Jan is a surgeon

Attributive adjectives (3) - Subsective



Formally: M is subsective (or “restrictive”) if for 

every set of entities A, M(A) ⊆⊆⊆⊆ A.

Conclusion 2: skillful is subsective. 

In Lambdas: 

skillful(et)(et) = λλλλA.A.A.A.λλλλy.y.y.y. (skillful1(et)(et) (A))(y)∧∧∧∧ A(y)

Attributive adjectives (4) - Subsective



Constant, Combinatorial: 

IS, A, HERSELF

Constant, Logical: 

ANDs, NOTs

Arbitrary: 

tina, smile, praise, pianist, chinese (predicative use)

Logical operator on arbitrary: 

chinesemod, skillfulmod (attributive use)

Further: bachelor � unmarried …

Summary – restrictions on denotations



More Exercises



Exercise – part 1

Split the words in each sentence into 2 sets: 
(i) words whose denotations are arbitrary across 
models; 
(ii) words whose denotations are constant across 
models.

John is a man
Tina is a dancer and an artist
It is not the case that Trump respects Obama 

Note: assume that it is not necessarily the case 
that is a word = an atomic constituent.



Exercise – part 2

For each sentence:
- Give lambda terms for the words from set (i)
- Define a model in which the sentence denotes 

1 and a model in which the sentence denotes 
0. This requires: a definition of the domain of 
entities, denotations of the words from set (i).

John is a man 
Tina is a dancer and an artist
It is not the case that Obama respected Bush



Simple quantifiers



The problem

(i) Mary slept

slept(m)

m ∈∈∈∈ sleep’

(ii) Every girl slept

slept(?)

girl’ ⊆⊆⊆⊆ sleep’



Quantifiers – main claims



Keenan’s typology of determiners (1)



Keenan’s typology (2)



Function-argument flip-flop

Flip:  NP:e + VP:et = S:t
(subject as argument)

NP:(et)t + VP:et = S:t
(subject as function)

Flop: But can all those NPs denote entities?

Flip: NP denotes (et)t  function???   �

Flop: yes! let’s do some work on it!  ☺



Generalized quantifiers - example



Universal GQ with Lambda’s



GQs - more examples



GQ - definition

NP:(et)t + VP:et = S:t

(et)t functions   ~=  sets of sets of entities



Other GQs with Lambda’s


